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🔥Doozy🔥

Epstein bail denied. .

Cohen files Implicate Trump, Hicks & Pecker

Re: Individual1: DOJ policy blocked indictment of a sitting
president in closing Trump hush-money probe

Trump adm invokes privilege again, blocks intel
committees from classified Mueller docs. 😱

0:00

🔥Doozy2🔥

Barr is holding SCO evidence hostage.

Members of the 2 standing House intel cmtes sent letters in mid-April to the CIA &
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other covert agencies asking them to share copies of all the materials they had

provided to Mueller’s team over the course of their 22-month inv’n

🔥Doozy3🔥

House investigators believe the Mueller team was given access to a wide range of

materials that could include intercepts, secretive source interviews, & material shared

by the spy agencies of other foreign governments.

3+ mos later, Barr has still not produced them.

0:00

🔥Doozy4🔥

DOJ officials argued they are, shielded by the same blanket privilege asserted in

response to HJC subpoena for the entire trove of SC records.

“The scope of confidentiality being asserted by the exec branch is breathtaking, as is

the lack of accom’n & compromise.”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_zQeg1U8AAIh9j.jpg
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🔥Doozy5🔥

📌”The way the adm has been using exec privilege has been extraordinary,”

📌”It’s a level of non-cooperation w/ Congress that has been striking. We’ve never

seen it to this degree.”

House votes to block Trump adm’s weapons deal with Saudi Arabia amid veto threat

0:00

🔥Doozy6🔥

US Marines jam an Iranian drone in the Gulf, destroying it

The U.S. “took defensive action” against a “very near distance” drone.

📌Trump officials are reportedly dismantling the post-9/11 programs meant to

prevent nuclear & biological weapons attacks against the US



🔥Doozy7🔥

One of the signature programs dismantled was an elite DHS "red team" that

coordinated w/ federal, state, & local officials to run dozens of drills each year

AOC called for the abolishment of DHS last week. Trump dismantles/AOC

demolishes = TOC wet dream. 🐴👠

🔥Doozy8🔥

Pentagon Contractor Allegedly Threatened to Kill Congresswoman Over Vaccine Bill

Trump’s EPA Won’t Ban Chlorpyrifos, Pesticide Tied to Children’s Health Probs.
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Ghislaine Maxwell abruptly torpedoed her oceanic non-profit in the wake of the

scandal surrounding Epstein

🔥Doozy9🔥

Jeffrey Epstein had sex den while serving time

Jeffrey Epstein denied bail, will remain jailed pending trial on sex trafficking charges

Leaked Documents raise the suspicions that Jeffrey Epstein's wealth is spread in

offshore accounts around the world

🔥Doozy10🔥

2nd RU Nuke Plant Taken Down After Malfunction

Largest Mafia bust in Ontario history: 15 arrests, $35M worth of homes seized

Dem’s call for increased security after 'send her back' chants

Apple Store architect wants to use only glass to rebuild NDC roof & spire
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🔥Doozy11🔥

Trump directly involved in talks that led to Stormy Daniels payment.

Trump &Hicks spoke to Cohen often as Daniels in 2016 threatened to go public w/

story of affair

William Barr’s donations to Senate Republicans spiked just before they confirmed

him as AG.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_zaY99UYAIF0aJ.jpg


🔥Doozy12🔥

Project Sindacato ends in arrests of 9 members of alleged crime family in Vaughan

(Canada)

Figliomeni Crime Family has close ties with 'Ndrangheta in Italy, police said

Thursday

As lawyers zero in on drug companies, a reckoning may be coming

🔥Doozy13🔥

Republicans press Pence for answers on 'send her back' chant

Trump has ramped up his incendiary attacks against Rep. Ilhan Omar and her

progressive allies. #WeaponizedNarratives #Distraction 

Trump Adm Turns To South America For Help With Anti-Iran Coalition
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🔥Doozy14🔥

Iran Says Its Revolutionary Guard Seized Foreign Oil Tanker In Strait Of Hormuz'

Download a FaceApp.you’ve just nuked to your privacy

House majority leader McCarthy to colleagues in 2016: ‘I think Putin pays’ Trump

#GOPFamily #RICO
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🔥Doozy15🔥

A county-level analysis of the data shows where the most oxycodone & hydrocodone

pills were distributed across the country over that time: more than 76B in all.

Boeing to book a charge of nearly $5B in its second-quarter results to compensate 737

MAX customers
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🔥Doozy15🔥

Rand Paul angles to become Trump's emissary to Iran

Paul pitched the idea during a recent round of golf w/ Trump. Then blocked

discussion for funding for the victims of 9/11. 

CONFIRMED Lynda Blanchard to be Ambassador to the Republic of Slovenia by a

vote of 54-40

🔥Doozy16🔥

50 + major COs pull production from China & move to SE Asia, NOT USA. 

Embattled GOP congressman ordered to stop using Marine Corps emblem after

Islamophobic campaign ad

USAttorney Announces Arrest And Money Laundering Charges Against Dark Web

Narcotics Trafficker
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🔥Doozy17🔥

Assange drops appeal for jumping bail in 2012 re rape allegation 

Arizona Diamondbacks owner donated to tRUmp campaign. Now trying to build

environmentally unsafe project for the area in Benson Arizona....

Trump will nominate Gene Scalia, for Labor Secretary.

“There's no law that says you have to do and think and feel and focus on subjects of

the president's choosing.

Now more than ever, watch what they do, not what they say.”

Thank you @maddow 🎩 This concept is so important. 

Say NO to #Provokatsiya. 

Maddow Blog
@MaddowBlog

There's no law that says you have to do and think and feel and 
focus on subjects of the president's choosing.
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Now more than ever, watch what they do, not what they say.
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Trump directly involved in talks that led to Stormy Daniels payment, FBI says

Court filing says Trump and Hope Hicks spoke to Michael Cohen often as Daniels in

2016 threatened to go public with story of affair

Trump directly involved in talks that led to Stormy Daniels payment, F…
Court filing says Trump and Hope Hicks spoke to Michael Cohen repeatedly as
Daniels in 2016 threatened to go public with story of affair

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jul/18/trump-hope-hicks-stormy-daniels-mi…

Michael Cohen Files Implicate Trump, Hope Hicks and David Pecker

Michael Cohen Files Implicate Trump, Hope Hicks and David Pecker
A new batch of Michael Cohen search-warrant materials made public Thursday
details the actions of the president's former fixer after the release of the “Access
Hollywood” video threatened to derail D…

https://www.courthousenews.com/michael-cohen-files-implicate-trump-hope-hicks-and…
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Foreign Minister Simon Coveney (Ireland) comment re Trump’s horrific rally speech 

Simon Coveney
@simoncoveney

This is chilling.... targeting individuals, fueling hatred based on 
race is not acceptable in political discourse... history tells us 
where this leads! twitter.com/passantino/sta…

Jon Passantino @passantino
Crowd at tonight's Trump rally in North Carolina breaks out into chants 
of "Send her back!" as the president attacks Rep. Ilhan Omar

5,771 12:34 PM - Jul 18, 2019

1,638 people are talking about this

Prosecutors weighed DOJ policy blocking indictment of a sitting president in closing

Trump hush-money probe

Prosecutors weighed DOJ policy blocking indictment of a sitting presi…
Prosecutors told a judge Monday that they had "effectively concluded" a probe of
efforts to silence two women in the final months of the 2016 campaign

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2019/07/18/justice-department-weighed-…

⚠Trump administration invokes privilege again, blocks intel committees from

classified Mueller docs

🔑DEMs can’t Impeach until they are in possession of the underlying evidence

Mueller compiled in support of his Report —waiting on court ORDER. 
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Trump admin. invokes privilege, blocks intel committee from Mueller d…
The Trump administration is invoking executive privilege to block Congress from
Mueller intelligence documents.

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/trump-administration-invokes-privilege-blocks-intel-co…

Second Russian Nuclear Plant Taken Down After Malfunction

Second Russian Nuclear Plant Taken Down After Malfunction - The Mo…
The four-reactor Kalinin plant is located 350 kilometers northwest of Moscow.

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2019/07/18/second-russian-nuclear-plant-taken-do…

Ghislaine Maxwell abruptly torpedoed her oceanic non-profit in the wake of the

scandal surrounding her associate Jeffrey Epstein

H/T @pinche_pi

Ghislaine Maxwell abruptly torpedoed her oceanic non-profit in the wa…
The TerraMar Project announced that it was ceasing operations on its website just
days after Jeffrey Epstein's latest arrest.

https://www.businessinsider.com/ghislaine-maxwell-terramar-project-charity-jeffrey-eps…

‼ Unsealed Cohen Document

https://www.courthousenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/cohen-

warrants.pdf

💣B O O M💣
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Jeffrey Epstein denied bail, will remain jailed pending trial on sex trafficking charges

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/judge-to-decide-whether-jeffrey-epst…

Largest Mafia bust in Ontario history: 15 arrests, $35 million worth of homes seized

Largest Mafia bust in Ontario history: 15 arrests, $35 million worth of h…
York Regional Police say they have arrested 15 people and seized $35 million
worth of homes, sports cars and cash in a major trans-Atlantic probe targeting the
most prominent wing of ‘Ndrangheta Mafi…

https://toronto.ctvnews.ca/largest-mafia-bust-in-ontario-history-15-arrests-35-million-w…

‼ Resource‼ 

The 9 Russian Words That Explain KremlinGate

It’s International Talk Like a Chekist Day—here’s a quick primer on kombinatsiya,

konspiratsiya and more

H/T @bobjones2244

The 9 Russian Words That Explain KremlinGate
It’s International Talk Like a Chekist Day—here’s a quick primer.

https://observer.com/2017/03/kremlingate-russia-spy-game-disinformation/

Mansion Off-Limits to Jeffrey Epstein Ahead of Trial
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Mansion Off-Limits to Jeffrey Epstein Ahead of Trial
Between the decoy passport, his status as a convicted sex offender and untold
assets of over half a billion dollars, Jeffrey had been an unlikely candidate for bail
pending trial on sex-trafficking c…

https://www.courthousenews.com/mansion-off-limits-to-jeffrey-epstein-ahead-of-trial/

Michael Cohen Files Implicate Trump, Hope Hicks and David Pecker

Inquiring minds want to know WHY they were not charged

Michael Cohen Files Implicate Trump, Hope Hicks and David Pecker
A new batch of Michael Cohen search-warrant materials made public Thursday
details the actions of the president's former fixer after the release of the “Access
Hollywood” video threatened to derail D…

https://www.courthousenews.com/michael-cohen-files-implicate-trump-hope-hicks-and…

🏵FBI🏵

FBI
@FBI

Replying to @FBI

EAD Hess: Regarding malign foreign influence on social media, I 
hope it makes people question whether what they’re hearing, 
seeing, reading is real. We have seen instance after instance 
where malign actors, like Russia, are trying to use those 
platforms to divide us. #FortuneTech
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House majority leader McCarthy to colleagues in 2016: ‘I think Putin pays’ Trump

#GOPFamily #RICO

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/house-majority-leader-to-colle…

The convo Paul Ryan & Kevin McCarthy don’t want you to hear

H/T @jprah1

j prah
@jprah1

Replying to @karolcummins

here's the actual recording of that conversation 
youtube.com/watch?v=eFAugs…

 YouTube  @YouTube

10 2:24 AM - Jul 19, 2019

See j prah's other Tweets

Assange drops appeal of 50-week sentence for jumping bail

He jumped bail in 2012 when he sought refuge in the EC Emb in London rather than

turn himself in to British authorities for extradition to Sweden to answer ??s about

sexual misconduct allegations.
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Assange drops appeal of 50-week sentence for jumping bail
LONDON (AP) — WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange has dropped an appeal of his
50-week prison term for jumping bail in Britain. Court officials said Thursday that a
hearing on the appeal set for next w…

https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/world/article/Assange-drops-appeal-of-50-we…

Trump officials are reportedly dismantling the post-9/11 programs meant to prevent

nuclear and biological weapons attacks against the US

Trump officials are reportedly dismantling the post-9/11 programs mea…
The Trump administration is reportedly rolling back post-9/11 security programs
aimed at preventing terrorism involving weapons of mass destruction.

https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-officials-reportedly-dismantling-post-911-securi…

For two decades, 200k opioid overdose deaths piled up across America. 

But now the effort to hold someone to account for the worst drug crisis in U.S. history

is narrowing to a few dozen drug companies whose day in court has come or will soon

arrive. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/as-lawyers-zero-in-on-drug-companies-a-reck…

William Barr’s donations to Senate Republicans spiked just before they confirmed

him as attorney general
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Barr's donations to Senate Republicans spiked before confirmation
In the lead up to his Senate confirmation hearings for attorney general earlier this
year, William Barr's giving habits suddenly changed.

https://qz.com/1667918/barrs-donations-to-senate-republicans-spiked-before-confirma…

DEA database: Where the pain pills went 

The version of the database published by The Post allows readers to learn how much

hydrocodone and oxycodone went to individual states and counties, and which

companies and distributors were responsible.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/investigations/dea-pain-pill-database/

Federal prosecutors in Cincinnati filed criminal charges Wednesday against Miami-

Luken an opioid distributor & two of its top former officers, accusing them of

conspiring with doctors and pharmacies to pour millions of addictive pain pills into

OH, WV & KY

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/prosecutors-bring-rare-criminal-charges-again…

Leaked Documents raise the suspicions that Jeffrey Epstein's wealth is spread in

offshore accounts around the world.

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/national/article232799597.html

Project Sindacato ends in arrests of 9 members of alleged crime family in Vaughan

(Canada)

Figliomeni Crime Family has close ties with 'Ndrangheta in Italy, police said

Thursday

Police seize $35M in assets from alleged Ontario crime family with ties…
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o ce se e $35   assets o  a eged O ta o c e a y t  t es
The Project Sindacato bust is the "largest organized crime operation" in the history
of the York Regional Police service in Ontario, Chief Eric Jolliffe said at a Thursday
morning news conference.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/figliomeni-crime-family-ndrangheta-vaughan-…

🏵Project Sindacato🏵

Mark Carcasole
@MarkCarcGlobal

At @YRP HQ. Force to release details of what they call their 
largest traditional organized crime take down. News conference 
starts at 10 to be streamed live on globalnews.ca. They’re 
currently displaying some of the materials seized. Cash, 
watches, poker chips, liquor.
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‼ Boris Johnson & Evgeny Lebedev

Paul Hanley
@PaulHanley12

Whaaaat
Again

"The Guardian has learned that the likely next prime minister 
went to Palazzo Terranova in Perugia in April 
2018"@911CORLEBRA777 @LouiseMensch @nadaburger 
@mopeng
Boris Johnson refuses to answer questions over party in 
Lebedev mansion theguardian.com/politics/2019/…

Boris Johnson refuses to answer questions over party in Lebe…
Potential PM will not say whether he had police protection during
weekend in Italy while foreign secretary
theguardian.com
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Republicans press Pence for answers on 'send her back' chant

Trump has ramped up his incendiary attacks against Rep. Ilhan Omar and her

progressive allies.

Republicans press Pence for answers on 'send her back' chant
Trump has ramped up his incendiary attacks against Rep. Ilhan Omar and her
progressive allies.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/18/republicans-send-her-back-chant-1420305

‼ important Thread

Louise Mensch
@LouiseMensch

Thread, and if you don't want to lose to @RealDonaldTrump, you 
better read it. 

Trump is a racist. 

But @AOC @Ilhan @RashidaTlaib employ anti-semites, push 
Russia Today hosts, attack and try to primary their Dem 
colleagues, call them racist, and attack other Dem Reps of color. 
twitter.com/jaketapper/sta…

Jake Tapper @jaketapper
House Democrats appeared unified in their votes this week but I've 
spent the day talking to a bunch of them and many are extremely 
frustrated.  All agree POTUS's tweets needed to be condemned; they 
spoke under condition of anonymity so they could be candid. (Thread)

304 2:51 AM - Jul 18, 2019

196 people are talking about this

If You downloaded FaceApp. Here’s what you’ve just done to your privacy.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/07/17/you-downloaded-faceapp-her…
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Apple Store architect wants to use only glass to rebuild Notre-Dame's roof and spire

Apple Store architect wants to use only glass to rebuild Notre-Dame's …
Eight Inc, the studio that developed the Apple Store concept, wants to accurately
reconstruct the Notre-Dame roof and spire using structural glass.

https://www.dezeen.com/2019/06/06/notre-dame-roof-spire-structural-glass-eight-inc/

Trump Administration Turns To South America For Help With Anti-Iran Coalition

Trump Administration Turns To South America For Help With Anti-Iran …
As the U.S. has struggled to build support among its traditional allies in Europe to
combat what it calls Iran's aggression, it has been forced to look elsewhere for
support, such as Latin America.

https://www.npr.org/2019/07/18/741966028/trump-administration-turns-to-south-americ…

Rand Paul angles to become Trump's emissary to Iran

The senator pitched the idea during a recent round of golf with the president.

Then blocked discussion for funding for the victims of 9/11.😱

Rand Paul angles to become Trump's emissary to Iran
The senator pitched the idea during a recent round of golf with the president.
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https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/17/rand-paul-iran-talks-donald-trump-1418075

Jeffrey Epstein had sex den while serving time: lawyer

H/T @lumiere_Pacific

Jeffrey Epstein had sex den while serving time: lawyer
Jeffrey Epstein had “improper sexual contact’’ with women even while serving out
his prison time in Florida, one of his accuser’s lawyers charged Tuesday.

https://nypost.com/2019/07/16/jeffrey-epstein-engaged-in-improper-sexual-contact-whil…

Iran Says Its Revolutionary Guard Seized Foreign Oil Tanker In Strait Of Hormuz

Iran Says Its Revolutionary Guard Seized Foreign Oil Tanker In Strait O…
Iran alleges that the small tanker was smuggling some 264,000 gallons of fuel. The
vessel reportedly was seized south of Larak Island, less than 20 miles off the
Iranian mainland

https://www.npr.org/2019/07/18/743016095/iran-says-its-revolutionary-guard-seized-fo…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Christopher W Fisher
@ChristopWFisher

#PAM #PAMFAM @karolcummins @starree @mikes_booh 
@ndylan1  Late Afternoon stroll
I'm watching the Waimea Bay Cam on @exploreorg, streaming 
live from the Hawaiian Islands: explore.org/snapshots?snap…
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Waimea Bay & Beach Snapshot taken by ChristopWFisher | Ex…
A snapshot from a livecam takeb by user ChristopWFisher on
Explore.org
explore.org

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

H/T @amys_here

Stephen Patten
@StevePatten

The night @BarackObama roasted @realDonaldTrump into 
oblivion in front of the entire world. 

Never forget. #RacistPresident

18.7K 10:00 PM - Jul 15, 2019

7,983 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Suzanne: Families Belong Together 
@SuzanneWinland

#PAMFAM So many great people in our world... 
twitter.com/JazzEdNet/stat…

JazzEducationNetwork @JazzEdNet
WOMEN IN JAZZ WEDNESDAY!  Pianist, arranger & composer 
MARY LOU WILLIAMS went professional in her teens & wrote 
hundreds of compositions & arrangements for Ellington & Goodman, 
among others.  Looking back on life she commented, "I did it, didn't I? 
Through muck and mud."
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🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Suzanne: Families Belong Together 
@SuzanneWinland

Replying to @janye_16

I DO! Here's the voice of an old classmate of mine - who was in 
original cast!!! (Michael Mcguire) Victor Hugo would weep with 
joy... #trump GOES. DOWN. 07.18.19youtube.com/watch?
v=Zf71gy…

 YouTube  @YouTube
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See Suzanne: Families Belong Together 's other Tweets

🌳Breathes🌳

Another doozy roller coaster ride today.

Three huge mafia roll ups in just days! That’s ‘not nothin’!’🤗

Inauguration, 1MDB, Psy Group, Deutsche Bank, money laundering, tons more

campaign violations, Nuke Deal, QIA/Rosnef, kush’s global extortion racket & more.
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🏵#MaxfieldParrish🏵

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#MaxfieldParrish

American illustrator & painter Maxfield Parrish was perhaps the 
most popular commercial artist in the United States in the first 
half of the 20th century.

Dinky Bird by Maxfield Parrish, 1904 swing

#PAM #PAMFAM 
#MaxfieldParrish
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#PAM #PAMFAM #MaxfieldParrish

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @ChristopWFisher

@pocantico98
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY! 

#NutShellReport
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#ThePatriotTimes

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you.

July 18, 2019

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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